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Background

In 2010, when GE discovered that we were 14  among companies producing revenue by software, our leadership responded with a strong desireth

to be in the top 10.  One of the "hows" to make this "what" happen was the creation of build.GE (Developer Cloud) for software development
teams.  The goal of build.GE would be to enable faster production of higher quality software. In November 2011, build.GE was deployed onto
production servers and was made available to all GE employees, contractors, and consultants (anyone with a GE SSO ID) via the GE Developer

. Detailed information about all of our tools and services can be found Cloud here.

 

Access to all of these tools is handled by Atlassian's authentication server called .  Crowd is connected with GE's Corporate SSO server soCrowd
that you can access the Developer Cloud by supplying your SSO credentials.  Note that the prompt for your SSO ID and password does not look
like the the interface you're accustomed to seeing.  

Atlassian Tools

Atlassian's website is  - extensive documentation and information on their products can be found there.  Below are excerptshttp://atlassian.com
from the product descriptions.

https://devcloud.swcoe.ge.com
https://devcloud.swcoe.ge.com
https://portal.devcloud.sw.ge.com/tools/
http://atlassian.com


Confluence

"Less Email. Fewer Meetings. Better Results.  One place online for teams to collaborate and capture knowledge – create, share, and
discuss your files, ideas, minutes, specs, mockups, diagrams, and projects.  A powerful rich editor, integration with Office and JIRA, and
hundreds of add-ons help teams create intranets, technical documentation, and knowledge bases."

Team Calendars
"Where People, Projects, & Content Meet.  Your single source of truth – managing team leave, tracking projects, and planning events –
Team Calendars for Confluence does it all.  Create People, JIRA, and Event Calendars – embed them on any Confluence page, share
with others, and subscribe in Outlook or iCal."

JIRA
"Your Development Process, Your Rules.  JIRA is a project tracking tool for teams building great software.  JIRA sits at the center of your
development team, connecting the team and the work being done. Track bugs and defects, link issues to related source code, plan agile
development, monitor activity, report on project status, and more." 

JIRA Agile
"Truly Agile Project Management.  GreenHopper adds agile project management to any JIRA project. Whether you're a seasoned expert
or just getting started with agile concepts, GreenHopper is perfect for visualizing your existing process and stimulating incremental
improvement."

JIRA Capture
"Exploratory Testing for Agile Teams.  Atlassian Bonfire provides QA teams, testers, and developers with incredibly fast bug reporting for
JIRA, directly from the web application you are testing.  Bonfire assures quality testing can finally keep up with the speed of agile
development."

FishEye
"Know the History of Your Source.  Finding the history of a file is easy enough, but what about the history of a project? Which branch did
you commit your fix to? Did a file get accidentally deleted?  FishEye knows everything about your code: search out source code artifacts,
integrate with JIRA, and browse commits, files, revisions, or people."

Crucible
"Source Code Disinfectant.  Code review helps ship better code. The benefits of code review are great, but the practice can be painful.
Crucible takes the pain away."

Bamboo
"Continuous Integration and Release Management.  Any build server can mindlessly run your builds over and over. Go further with
automated building, testing, deploying, and releasing of your software.  Instantly scale with automatically managed agents that run
on-premises or in the cloud. Integrate with JIRA to create a complete release workflow or work with Bamboo directly from your IDE."

Clover
"Java and Groovy Code Coverage.  Clover provides the metrics you need to better balance the effort between writing code that does stuff
and code that tests stuff.  Clover runs in your IDE or your continuous integration system, and includes Test Optimization to make your
tests run faster and fail more quickly."

For more information and documentation on these tools, please go to the  and explore the GE Developer Cloud build.GE (DevCloud) Portal >
Tools.

Directory of Hosted Services / Service Catalog

"Service Catalog functionality provides a governed repository for web services information: capabilities, capacities, service contract parameters,
service names, service descriptions, service interface versions, as well as arbitrary keywords and other meta-data."  

Glossary of Software Terms

Our Glossary of Software Terms is available at .  Feel free to browse, search, and contribute to thishttp://grweb-sso.research.ge.com/sw_glossary
collaborative effort to create a common language among software developers.
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